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ABSTRACT
It is suggested physics expertise comes with an increasing literacy of using the disciplinary discourse (Airey & Linder 2009). One facet of the physics disciplinary discourse is the different representations that are reproduced on written material such as graphs, equations and words and it would appear that being fluent in these representations is a necessary skill for success in physics. According to Redish (2004), alternative representations, or epistemic resources, are important in scientific knowledge formation, so the ability to use multiple representations would appear to also improve students’ ability to learn physics.

We have created a survey with seven general physics problems which involve particularly the representations of graphs and words in both question and answer. This has been given to over 600 physics students at the University of Sydney from first year, to the honours level. The results will be presented through investigation into both how different level students answer particular questions in relation to the representational format but also their preference of representation across the survey. This aims to provide a means to track where representational literacy develops through tertiary physics education.
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